Jayne Shrimpton - Services and Terms 2020-21
I offer three levels of personalised picture dating and analysis for photographs, paintings,
drawings and silhouettes. Images of adult females can usually be dated closely, while
images of men, children and elderly ancestors generally suggest a slightly broader time
frame. All of the services below provide an accurate date range.
(1) Basic Picture Dating - A no-frills date estimate for your picture
I provide an accurate date range, almost always to within 10 years and often to within 3-7
years. I also explain in a few lines the evidence used to determine the date estimate.
£10 per image (Discount: £9 each for 6 or more images)
(2) Picture Dating and Analysis [Most popular option]
This is a more analytical service: a minimum three-quarter page report on your picture
indicating its historical context and a consideration of the ancestors or relatives portrayed
I provide an accurate date range, as above; brief explanation of the
photographic/artistic format; age estimates for the subjects; and suggestion as to
whether the image represents a special occasion such as engagement, marriage,
birthday or mourning.
£25 per image (Discount: £22 each for 6 or more images)
(3) Picture Dating and Advanced Analysis
This is a highly detailed 1 ¾ - 2 page analysis and explanation of your special picture.
Based on (2), this also includes some additional research if necessary, and detailed
explanation of the image: ideal for large group scenes or complex pictures. Clients can
also air subsequent queries.
£55 per image (Discount: £49 each for 6 or more images)
Sending pictures
Email communication is ideal, but not essential. Please send your images before making
payment, so that I can confirm the picture quality permits a firm date. Please scan each
image separately at 300 dpi or higher resolution and include separate reverse views
of card mounts. Jpeg files are perfect. If posting, please send good copies.
Please do not post original photos.
Payment and contact details
Once the service and quote are agreed, please make payment in one of 3 ways:
(1) Direct bank transfer – My bank account details are available upon request.
(2) Pay Pal – I accept Pay Pal but please note the 8% surcharge, to cover the commercial
fee charged to me by Pay Pal as a provider of goods and services. My PP account is:
info@jayneshrimpton.co.uk I can provide a link if you wish.
(3) Cheque – £ UK pounds sterling cheques only please, payable to Jayne
Shrimpton. Postal address: 15 Tanners Brook, Lewes, East Sussex BN7 1RU
I shall email you once payment is received and will advise completion date.
Website: www.jayneshrimpton.co.uk Email: info@jayneshrimpton.co.uk

